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IMPORTANT NOTICE
For the Reader

T

he psychiatric profession purports to be
the sole arbiter on the subject of mental
health and “diseases” of the mind. The
facts, however, demonstrate otherwise:

1. PSYCHIATRIC “DISORDERS” ARE NOT MEDICAL
DISEASES. In medicine, strict criteria exist for

calling a condition a disease: a predictable group
of symptoms and the cause of the symptoms or
an understanding of their physiology (function)
must be proven and established. Chills and fever
are symptoms. Malaria and typhoid are diseases.
Diseases are proven to exist by objective evidence
and physical tests. Yet, no mental “diseases” have
ever been proven to medically exist.
2. PSYCHIATRISTS DEAL EXCLUSIVELY WITH
MENTAL “DISORDERS,” NOT PROVEN DISEASES.

While mainstream physical medicine treats
diseases, psychiatry can only deal with
“disorders.” In the absence of a known cause or
physiology, a group of symptoms seen in many
different patients is called a disorder or syndrome.
Harvard Medical School’s Joseph Glenmullen,
M.D., says that in psychiatry, “all of its diagnoses
are merely syndromes [or disorders], clusters of
symptoms presumed to be related, not diseases.”
As Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psychiatry
emeritus, observes, “There is no blood or other
biological test to ascertain the presence or
absence of a mental illness, as there is for most
bodily diseases.”
3. PSYCHIATRY HAS NEVER ESTABLISHED THE
CAUSE OF ANY “MENTAL DISORDERS.” Leading

psychiatric agencies such as the World Psychiatric
Association and the U.S. National Institute of
Mental Health admit that psychiatrists do not

know the causes or cures for any mental disorder
or what their “treatments” specifically do to the
patient. They have only theories and conflicting
opinions about their diagnoses and methods, and
are lacking any scientific basis for these. As a past
president of the World Psychiatric Association
stated, “The time when psychiatrists considered
that they could cure the mentally ill is gone. In
the future, the mentally ill have to learn to live
with their illness.”
4. THE THEORY THAT MENTAL DISORDERS
DERIVE FROM A “CHEMICAL IMBALANCE” IN
THE BRAIN IS UNPROVEN OPINION, NOT FACT.

One prevailing psychiatric theory (key to
psychotropic drug sales) is that mental disorders
result from a chemical imbalance in the brain.
As with its other theories, there is no biological
or other evidence to prove this. Representative
of a large group of medical and biochemistry
experts, Elliot Valenstein, Ph.D., author of
Blaming the Brain says: “[T]here are no tests
available for assessing the chemical status of
a living person’s brain.”
5. THE BRAIN IS NOT THE REAL CAUSE
OF LIFE’S PROBLEMS. People do experience

problems and upsets in life that may result in
mental troubles, sometimes very serious. But
to represent that these troubles are caused by
incurable “brain diseases” that can only be
alleviated with dangerous pills is dishonest,
harmful and often deadly. Such drugs are
often more potent than a narcotic and capable
of driving one to violence or suicide. They mask
the real cause of problems in life and debilitate
the individual, so denying him or her the opportunity for real recovery and hope for the future.
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INTRODUCTION
A Message to Artists

E

very great society has its creative great to be borne. It would also be easy to believe
minds—its true artists. From Ancient that to be a successful artist you must be neurotic
Greece and Rome, through the or some sort of tragic figure.
Renaissance to the world today,
None of this is true.
mankind has revered men and women
In each of the cases above, hidden influences
of exceptional artistic ability.
worked to ensure the deadly outcome. The truth
As renowned American writer Henry James is, each of these great artists and many of the othonce said, “It is art that makes life. …” His words ers who have left us were offered “help.” Instead
are no less true today, for indeed, artists are the they were betrayed and placed on a path which
individuals who dream our future and create the assured their destruction.
realities of tomorrow. True, so do engineers
This betrayal came through the direct or indiand businessmen and
rect influence of psyvisionaries in other
chiatrists or psycholofields, but by and large
gists, who claimed
the futures they create
they would help but
revolve around our
were, in effect, a
material well-being. It
destructive influence
is the artist who lifts
that left these artists
the spirit, makes us
dreadfully damaged—
laugh and cry and
or dead—after their
can even shape the
foundations of strength
spiritual future of our
and certainty were
torn away.
culture. It is artists who
make life.
Today there is an
— Jan Eastgate
added urgency that
This explains, then,
why artists remain the
this message be heard
most cherished of
and understood, for
human assets the world over.
the assault upon artists of every genre has only
Unfortunately, in many cases, they are assets increased in both volume and efficiency. The
we have lost too soon—losses that have left us weapons now include an array of deadly drugs
poorer. In recent decades we have all mourned that masquerade as therapeutic cures, just as the
the untimely deaths of great artists who enriched prefrontal lobotomy once did. In Hollywood, the
our lives, yet left before their work was done. mecca of the entertainment industry, those mindLuminaries of literature, the screen, the theater altering and addictive psychotropic drugs are
and the concert stage, names such as Ernest exacting too high a cost in creative lives.
Hemingway, France’s great writer Atonin Artaud,
Quite apart from the devastation being spread
jazz singer Billie Holiday, Judy Garland, Marilyn within the ranks of artists themselves, we must
Monroe, Vivien Leigh, Kurt Cobain, Michael not forget: Artists create the future of our culture.
Hutchence, Phil Hartman and many, many more.
Is this the future we face? One in which we
Faced with even this partial list, it would will follow these leaders of public opinion into
be easy to form the impression that the lives of the brave new therapeutic world of stunted
artists are unavoidably tumultuous and that for creative personalities, ruined families, wasted
some, the pressures of success bring demands too lives and self-destruction?

“Many great artists
who have left us were
offered ‘help’ but were,
instead, betrayed and
placed on a path which
assured their destruction.”

If this seems alarmist, then review the figures
below—they show what the future holds unless
some drastic changes are made quickly: Currently,
17 million children around the world are prescribed mind-altering psychiatric drugs, including antidepressants that both United Kingdom
and United States drug regulatory agencies have
warned can cause suicide and violent behavior.
Indeed, the increasing incidence of school shootings and violent crime among teens can be
traced to the proliferation of these drugs being
prescribed them. Millions are also prescribed
stimulants that are more potent than cocaine.
Among these millions, consider how many
potentially great artists will never fulfill their
destiny? And how will our culture suffer from
their absence?
We have mourned the great artists we have
lost too soon. Let’s not grieve for more.
The Citizens Commission on Human Rights
International prepares up-to-the-minute information and studies that assist authors and scriptwriters with material and facts on the subject of psychiatry. This has included the book, Shadowland,
the story of actress Frances Farmer; compelling
evidence provided “60 Minutes” in Australia,
which led to national television awards for the
program, and case studies for documentaries
aired on Channel 4 UK, in Germany, Italy and in
other countries. In fact, CCHR’s international
headquarters is in the heart of Hollywood on
Sunset Boulevard. It also houses a state-of-the-art
Jan Eastgate
President
CCHR International
Bruce Wiseman
President
CCHR United States

Jan Eastgate: International President

permanent exhibition with documentaries on various aspects of psychiatry—ranging from its dark
history to its role in the Holocaust; from detestable
ethnic cleansing and apartheid programs and
racism to the harmful and often fatal effects of its
treatments such as dangerous and addictive psychotropic drugs, electroshock, psychosurgery and
“stimulants” used for child drugging.
CCHR provides this information so that you
can see for yourself how artists have been lied
to and betrayed. We urge you to act upon
this knowledge to protect those who need help
and ensure that our future is not betrayed
as well.
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In 1916, German psychologist Hugo
Münsterberg wrote The Photoplay: A
Psychological Study, officially setting
into motion psychology and
psychiatry’s influence over cinema.
Münsterberg claimed the film industry
could be “fraught with dangers” that
required psychological “advice.”
In 1924, Samuel Goldwyn of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer tried to get Sigmund
Freud to help devise “a really great
love story.” Freud, who was critical of
artists, declined. Yet, his now-discredited
theories were widely adopted at the
time by the film industry.
Psychiatrists, such as Karl Menninger,
used the film industry to finance their
own movement and agenda.
On the advice of psychiatrists and
psychologists, studios sent actors for
psychoanalysis, which often led to
them being placed on powerful mindaltering and addictive drugs that would
eventually ruin their career and lives.
Nazi psychiatrists wrote a series of
scripts later known as “The Killing
Films” and used the German film
industry to propagate their false and
destructive racial hygiene theories.

Arts and entertainment are among the fields that were greatly and
adversely affected by the new Freudian theories about man.

CHAPTER
ONE
Psychiatry and Film,
A Fatal Attraction

A

t the end of the 19th century, two ideas caught on: “Freud was now so famous that
developments took place in Europe, Hollywood asked him to cooperate in writing
which would greatly influence the scripts based on world-famous love stories, starting
way many would view themselves and with ‘Antony and Cleopatra.’”2 Samuel Goldwyn
society. In 1879, in Leipzig, German of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) fame sailed to
professor of psychology Wilhelm Wundt announced Europe in 1924 with a mission: to get Freud to help
with great authority, albeit with no scientific devise “a really great love story.”
foundation, that man was no more than a soulless
Freud declined. Little wonder. Of art and
animal, a mere product of his environment. It was artists, Freud said: “Meaning is but little with these
a statement that signaled the birth of experimental men [artists]; all they care about is line, shape,
psychology and a new direction for psychiatry.
agreement of contours.”3 Yet, although he was no
In the late 1890s, in Vienna, Austria, Sigmund lover of the cinema or stage, Freud had no problem
Freud declared man to
becoming “an avid
be a product of his
interpreter [critic] of
childhood misfortunes
the arts.”4
In the early 1900s, countless
and sexual hang-ups.
Helped in many
artists were attracted to Hollywood
Along with this equally
ways by Hollywood,
unproven theory, which
Freudian thought quickand were bombarded with Freudian
has since been largely
ly entered the mainmessages on Hollywood Boulevard
discredited, came a
stream culture. By 1925,
and in social settings.
new subject: psychoa popular song had the
analysis.
title, “Don’t Tell Me
Wherever people have applied the fundamen- What You Dreamed Last Night, for I’ve Been
tal concepts of these practices, society has experi- Reading Freud.” The movie “Blind Alley”
enced radical changes. Arts and entertainment are (1939) starred Ralph Bellamy as Dr. Shelby,
among the fields that have been greatly and lecturing on the supposedly thin line dividing
adversely affected by them.
madness and sanity. Even Fred Astaire played
In the early 1900s, signs plastered on store- a “dancing psychiatrist” who fell in love with his
fronts in Hollywood advertised “PSYCHO- patient (Ginger Rogers).5 Of course, in the
ANALYSIS, READINGS” for $3 to $5. As countless movie it all worked out all right in the end. Unlike
artists were attracted to Hollywood at the time, in real life, where that movie image falls away
they were bombarded with Freudian messages.1
quickly before the truth of the matter.
A passage from Celia Bertin’s biography on
Psychiatrists and psychologists are known to
Princess Marie Bonaparte, an eager student of have the worst record of any healthcare practitionFreudian psychology, gives some idea of how his ers for criminality, including sexual abuse of
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In 1916, psychologist
Hugo Münsterberg was
one of the first to suggest
that psychologists, as
alleged experts on the
mind, should be used as
advisors in the film
industry. By the end of
the 1930s, even Fred
Astaire was portraying a
“dancing psychiatrist” in
“Carefree” (1938).

that psychologists, as self-appointed experts on the
mind, should be hired to advise the film industry.
Provocatively, he claimed that films could be “fraught
Hugo Munsterberg
with dangers” and that
“the possibilities of psychical infection and
“The [movie] screen ought to
destruction cannot be
offer a unique opportunity to interest
overlooked.” No psywide circles in psychological
chologist, he added,
“can determine exactly
experiments and mental tests ….”
how much the general
— Hugo Münsterberg,
spirit of righteousness,
German psychologist in the U.S., 1916
of honesty, of sexual
Ginger Rogers & Fred Astaire
cleanliness and modesty,
may be weakened by the
patients (women and children). The number of unbridled influence of plays of low moral standard.”10
criminal prosecutions and license revocations for
More than 70 years later, his advice still echoes in
psychologists and psychiatrists have been on an the voices of his modern-day cohorts: “…
increase for many years.
Psychoanalytically informed criticism can be an
The fact that many of Freud’s now-dismissed extremely important aid to understanding the special
theories were developed while he was an avid user hold that the movies have on audiences,” a 1987 book
of cocaine was not known at the time. His ideas on psychiatry and the cinema asserted.11 And in 1990,
and that of other psychoanalysts and psychiatrists Beverly Hills psychotherapist Carole Lieberman also
also entered Hollywood through social channels, promoted a censoring role for her ilk when she recmade fashionable, for example, by Adeline Jaffe ommended in the Los Angeles Times that psychotheraSchulberg, wife of pioneer producer, B. P. pists be used to provide “expert opinion regarding
Schulberg. As Bud Schulberg wrote: “The whole psychologically damaging content.” She employed an
country … seemed to be going off on one pro- ominous threat of governmental action to obtain
longed toot of bathtub gin, dance crazes, and a acceptance of her idea: “If the movie industry wants to
newly liberated sense of sex. It was fun to drink retain the privilege of self-regulation and stem the
because you weren’t supposed to, to fornicate dangerous tide of censorship … it needs to be more
because Dr. Freud had now informed you that it responsible.”12
was time to let your id take over from that puritanical superego. If the whole country was going to
Robert Walker
the party, why should Hollywood be any different?
And if the Hollywood party was excessive, it was
only because Hollywood had always been an
excessive, speeded-up, larger-than-life reflection of
the American Way.”6

Psychology: The All-Knowing Censor
In 1916, flanking Freud’s Hollywood invasion,
psychologist Hugo Münsterberg wrote The
Photoplay: A Psychological Study, officially setting
into motion psychology and psychiatry’s influence
over cinema.7 Münsterberg had studied under
Wilhelm Wundt before heading Harvard
University’s psychological laboratory in the late
1800s.8 “The [movie] screen,” he wrote, “ought to
offer a unique opportunity to interest wide circles
in psychological experiments and mental tests. …”9
Münsterberg was one of the first to suggest

Frederick Hacker

Actor Robert Walker was receiving therapy from psychiatrist Frederick
Hacker, but on August 28, 1951, he went into shock and died after being
given a powerful barbiturate while intoxicated. Years later, another
therapist summed it up: “Hacker killed Robert Walker.”

A Profit-Making Agenda
Psychiatrists used the Hollywood set as a means
of financing their own movement and agenda. For
example, psychiatrist Karl Menninger “was well
known for courting movie people, especially those
who could come up with hefty donations to support
his clinic and research foundation.” There was another
reason Menninger enjoyed mixing with producers and
studio heads: they generated business for his clinic.
Those who had met the psychiatrist “were soon shipping their [so-called] mentally unbalanced performers
off to Topeka [Kansas] for treatment.”13
One of these was Robert Walker, who co-starred
with Judy Garland in the 1944 film, “The Clock.”
After his separation from actress Jennifer Jones,
Walker began drinking heavily. In 1948, he was
arrested for drunk and disorderly conduct and Dore
Schary, head of production at MGM, gave him an
ultimatum: submit to treatment at the Menninger
Clinic or be fired.
Walker went to the mid-Western psychiatric facility and was also made to continue regular therapy
with Los Angeles psychiatrist Frederick Hacker, who
had trained at the Menninger Clinic. Not only was the
psychiatric “therapy” ineffective, it killed Walker. On
August 28, 1951, Walker went into shock and died
after being given a powerful barbiturate. Four
decades later, Los Angeles therapist Alex Rogawski
was the first to be candid about this: “Hacker killed
Robert Walker.”14
The 1945 movie “Spellbound” was among the first
productions to employ psychiatrists as consultants, listing May Romm as “psychiatric advisor” in the credits.

Another notorious Hollywood psychiatrist was
Martin Grotjahn, who had emigrated from Germany
at the invitation of Karl Menninger and worked at his
clinic until 1945 before moving to Los Angeles. In
1950, along with Frederick Hacker and May Romm,
he founded the Institute for Psychoanalytic Medicine
of Southern California, a training center for analysts.
Grotjahn admitted that he was attracted to
Hollywood and movie stars because “I was anxious
to make money.” Of course, Grotjahn never permitted his opinion that “actors are almost impossible to
treat successfully,” to prevent him from billing for
his unworkable treatment.15

The “Golden Age” of Psychiatry in Cinema
Authors Krin and Glen Gabbard refer to the years
1957–63 as the Golden Age of psychiatry in the cinema.
During this period, psychiatrists were portrayed as the
“authoritative voices of reason, adjustment and wellbeing,” despite there being no evidence to substantiate
this reputation. Psychiatrists featured in at least 22
American films during this period and the money kept
rolling in for them. Research grants for psychiatrists in
the United States rose 580% between 1957 and 1963,
and continued to rise. Over the next 30 years, psychiatric
research grants from the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) increased a further 873%.
By legitimizing themselves on the silver screen,
psychiatrists popularized the fraudulent notion that
drugs, shock treatment and psychosurgery held the
secrets to happier living. A drug era was ushered in,
spurred on unwittingly by Hollywood. Society has
yet to recover from it.

“GOLDEN AGE” of Psychiatry in Cinema: 1957–1963
During the years 1957 to 1963, through
the work of Karl Menninger (far right) and
other prominent psychiatrists, Hollywood
consistently produced “idealized”
psychiatrists in prominent roles in at least
22 American films. This avalanche of
propaganda for the profession was
directed toward a very real monetary
objective; government grant
appropriations to psychiatry leaped 580%
from 1957 to 1963. Between 1963 and
1994, the external grants from the
National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) increased 873%.

Karl Menninger

1957–1963

1963–1994

U.S. National Institute of Mental The funding has continued
to spiral upward.
Health grants to psychiatric
research increased 580%…

JUSTIFYING MURDER

Nazi Psychiatry’s Killing Films

I

n the 1930s, Nazi
psychiatrists exploited Germany’s film
industry to further their
eugenics and racial
hygiene agenda. PropaNazi “Instructional Film”
ganda efforts were
undertaken to garner
public support for their
programs that were
offered as economic
benefits while, in reality,
they were investments “Hereditary Disease”
in death.
Between 1895 and
the 1920s, German psychiatrists devised the
“scientific” justification
for “mass killings,” first
The “mental patients”
piloting the program
on “mental defectives.”
Indeed, psychiatrist Ernst
Rüdin, who helped
orchestrate Germany’s
Sterilization Law in 1933
The German people
that destroyed the lives
of hundreds of thousands of German citizens, boasted, “Only through
the Führer did our dream of over 30 years, that of
applying racial hygiene to society, become a reality.”
Two years before the Final Solution conference, which triggered the extermination phase of
the Holocaust, the first “killing tests” were conducted in psychiatric institutions; 18–20 people
were murdered using gas, while psychiatrists and
staff watched. Germany’s leading psychiatrists
launched the “T4” euthanasia program—named
after Tiergartenstrasse 4, the address of the program’s headquarters.16
To achieve widespread acceptance of this
murderous practice, T4 psychiatrists scripted propaganda movies. One film, “Dasein ohne Leben”
(“Existence without Life”), was aimed at indoctri-

Translation: “Mental Hospital”

“Demonic” lighting of patients

Scripted by psychiatrists,
“the film, documentary in style,
sets out a perverted version of
Darwinian teaching—that only
the fit and strong should live.
…The script required that the
patients be depicted with
‘demonically mad faces.’”
— “Selling Murder, The Killing Films of
the Third Reich,” Discovery Channel USA, 1995
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nating the population with the idea that care for
the sick was much too expensive, that therapy
for the “genetically diseased” was useless.17
Another film, entitled simply, “Geisteskrank”
(Mentally Ill), detailed how psychiatrists diligently
examined the case histories and previous diagnoses of each patient to establish whether or not
they were “incurable.” The cameraman filmed
through the peephole into a gas chamber to show
the killing. The script reads blandly: “… the patients
are exposed to the effect of carbon monoxide gas.
The gas that streams in is completely odorless, and
initially robs the patients of their powers of judgment and subsequently of their consciousness.”
And as the patient draws his last breath, an
unseen commentator says, “Without pain or struggle, and completely unaware, the patient is
liberated by death.”18
As the war drew to a close, the Nazis
destroyed several other equally explicit incriminating films. However, unedited footage was found
that was part of one such film, “Victims of the
Past.” Again scripted by psychiatrists, camera crews
dressed as “doctors” and toured the country’s asylums to set up scenes that stigmatized disabled
people. As reported, “The film, documentary in
style, sets out a perverted version of Darwinian
teaching. That only the fit and strong should live. …
Everything that is weak in life will inevitably be

Ernst Rüdin

destroyed by nature. In the last few decades,
mankind has sinned terribly against the law of natural selection. We haven’t just maintained life
unworthy of life. We have allowed it to multiply.”
The script also required that the patients be depicted with “demonically mad faces,” using sharp
underneath lighting to achieve this.19
Supported by such unconscionable propaganda, psychiatrists murdered some 300,000, or more
than 90% of the country’s mental patients during
a five-year period beginning in January 1940. More
than 87,000 were children and young adults.
Another 350,000 citizens were forcibly sterilized.

Hadamar (left) and other psychiatric facilities
established killing centers to dispose of their patient
populations. After killing them with gas, the bodies
were incinerated in hospital ovens; the black smoke could
be seen for miles around. Psychiatrists then exported their
“successful” program into the concentration camps.
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MARILYN MONROE
1926–1962

I

n the late hours of
Saturday, August 4,
1962, the “candle
in the wind” burned
out. The 36-year-old
woman born as Norma
Jeane Mortenson, but
known to the world as
Marilyn Monroe, was
dead.
She had been a
Ralph Greenson
true Hollywood phenomenon. Hailed for
Greenson was with Marilyn
her serious acting as
Monroe for more than six
well as her worldwide
hours on the very day she was
reputation
as
the
found dead from an overdose of
blonde bombshell, the
psychiatric drugs.
star had nearly 30 films
to her credit, including
questioning of motives
such hits as “Gentleand self—began to take
men Prefer Blondes,”
its toll: “I’m trying to
“The Seven-Year Itch”
become an artist, and
and “Some Like It Hot.”
to be true, and someAs with all legends,
times feel I’m on the
however, the image left
verge of craziness. I’m
by Monroe’s death is as
just
trying to get the
“Excessive introspection exacerbated her
much fable as truth: a
truest part of myself
lack of self-confidence. Intuition suffered at
publicly adored but torout, and it’s very hard.
the expense of a forced, conscious
tured actress who
There are times when I
chose the numb, giddy
think, ‘All I have to be is
intellectualism that paralyzed her and
world of drugs and
true.’ But sometimes it
pushed her further back into herself.”
tranquilizers over the
doesn’t come so easily. I
— Donald Spoto, biographer,
burden of reality—so
always have this secret
much so that it finally
feeling that I’m really
referring to Monroe’s “psychoanalysis”
killed her.
a fake or something, a
But behind the
phony.”
lurid headlines, the facts of Monroe’s life and the
Monroe’s biographer, Donald Spoto, wrote of
tragedy of her final days tell a different story.
her therapy, “Excessive introspection exacerbated
Seven years earlier, as she neared the height of her lack of self-confidence. Intuition suffered at the
her career, an acting coach suggested she undergo expense of a forced, conscious intellectualism
psychoanalysis to “tap all her explosive energy.” that paralyzed her and pushed her further back
Beginning in February 1955, Monroe attended into herself.”
analytic sessions with Margaret Hohenberg.
The actress eventually saw New York Freudian
Almost immediately, the analysis—with its constant psychiatrist Marianne Kris, who prescribed the
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powerful barbiturates that Monroe abused until
her death. Kris also tricked Monroe into signing
herself into a psychiatric ward, telling her it was
for a physical examination and rest. Instead,
Monroe was locked into a padded cell for two
days, where she pounded the door until her fists
were raw and bleeding.
In 1960, Monroe began seeing the
psychiatrist who would drive her even deeper
into her personal hell, Ralph Greenson. His
control over her was swift and all-encompassing.
“I was going to be her one and only therapist,”
he wrote. He ensured she was maintained on a
steady diet of barbiturates. “His tactic was
disastrous,” wrote Spoto. “Instead of leading
his patient to independence, he did exactly
the opposite and effectively made her entirely
contingent on himself … he was certain he
could prevail on her
to do anything he
wished.”
On August 4,
after spending six
hours with Greenson,
Monroe was found
dead of a drug overdose by her housekeeper Eunice Murray.20

23

Monroe made
23 movies in 7
years prior to
psychiatry. She
made only 6
films in the
7 years after
psychiatric “care
and guidance”
began.
6

Before

After

Method Acting was in part based on the conditioning experiments of Pavlov.

A Madness in
the Method

R

obert H. Hethmon wrote in Strasberg at The Actors Studio,
“Sometimes [the actor] faces the task of repeating himself
tonight at eight-forty, when the curtain rises, freshly and
creatively—and finds himself stale, constricted, mechanical, dead,
a bundle of mannerisms and clichés.”
Method Acting was one means of attempting to overcome this
and other acting obstacles. While today’s Method Acting schools
practice a diversity of behavioral-styled, psychological techniques
under the Method banner, the historical and technical origin of this
approach dates from the late 19th century to French experimental
psychologist, Theodore Ribot (1839–1916).
Ribot rejected spiritualist philosophy and combined psychology
with biology, speaking of the “advantages” of “a psychology without a soul.” His theories were similar to, if not based on, those of
the German behaviorist psychologist Wilhelm Wundt and Russian
psychologist Ivan Pavlov—the key idea being that man is a stimulusresponse and soulless animal. In fact, Ribot praised Wundt in his
1886 book, German Psychology of Today.
Founder of the Moscow Art Theater, director and acting coach,
Konstantin Stanislavski, and later Lee Strasberg in New York, adopted Ribot’s “affective memory” techniques. Essentially, “The actor
was asked to recall the details of an event from his own past. The
recollection of these details would stir the actors with some feeling
involved in the original experience, thus producing ‘mood,’” wrote
Harold Clurman, author of The Fervent Years.
It sounds harmless. However, for some, they didn’t just recall,
they re-experienced the incident. They didn’t just remember or
create; they dove headfirst into some traumatic incident in their
life—and remained there. And some actresses—like Marilyn
Monroe—were simultaneously undergoing manipulative psychoanalysis, a dangerous combination. In such cases, unwittingly, acting
coaches were playing Russian Roulette with their students’ minds.

IMPORTANT FACTS
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Psychiatrists have notoriously and
falsely “diagnosed” the creative mind
as a “mental disorder,” invalidating
the artist’s abilities as “neurosis.”
While psychiatry purports to be a
science, this has been successfully
challenged by medical experts and
scientists. Dr. Margaret Hagen,
Ph.D., a Boston University lecturer
and author, calls it “junk science.”
“Unhappiness is a problem; it is not
a disease,” she states.
Psychiatric theories perpetually
remain theories; never moving any
closer to facts or laws. They speak of
“disorders” because they cannot
prove the existence of criteria that
make a “disease.”
Experts also refute psychiatry’s
latest theory that a “chemical
imbalance” causes mental disorders,
with Dr. David Kaiser stating, “This
is essentially a pseudo-scientific
enterprise.”

Actress Vivien Leigh’s career is one of
many cut short by psychiatry’s refusal to use
standard medical procedures, ignoring her
underlying physical illness and exacerbating
it with psychotropic drugs.
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or years, psychiatrists and psychologists individual practitioner but from a system that
have labeled the creative mind as a men- demands consistent and repeatable results.”21
tal “disorder,” mischaracterizing an
Neither psychiatry nor psychology has ever
artist’s “feverish brilliance” as a manic conclusively proven the mental “illnesses” they
phase of craziness, or melancholic per- claim to address. In fact, they have no means of
formances as depression. Vision was redefined as measuring the mind. They do not have precise
hallucination.
and universally agreed-upon definitions of terms
Regardless of psychiatry’s total lack of scien- and cannot even agree on key labels such as
tific authenticity, the more entrepreneurial and “schizophrenia.” Theories perpetually remain
ambitious psychiatrists have discovered a captive theories; never moving any closer to facts or
market in the enterlaws. They speak of
t a i n m e n t i n d u s t r y.
“disorders” because
They have courted and
they cannot prove the
The more entrepreneurial
seduced creative indiexistence of criteria
and ambitious psychiatrists have
that make a “disease.”
viduals—and made
Their blunt statebillions in the process.
discovered a captive market in the
Psychiatry purments of fact are really
entertainment industry. They have
ports to be part of the
never more than opinsciences, a claim that is
ion, unsupported by
courted and seduced creative
hotly challenged by
objective measurement.
individuals—and made
experts in methodoloHagen pulls no punchgy who say they canes: “Clinical psycholbillions in the process.
not recognize any of
ogy is classic junk
the requisite criteria
science.”
that distinguish a true science. What is the nature
Dr. Thomas Szasz, professor of psychiatry
of a science? And what is the scientific validity of emeritus, agrees with Dr. Hagen about psychiapsychiatry and psychology?
try’s lack of scientific veracity: “If an ‘illness’ is
According to Margaret A. Hagen, Ph.D., a to be scientifically meaningful, it must somehow
Boston University lecturer, these are some of the be capable of being approached, measured or
key criteria for a science: “The findings discov- tested in a scientific fashion, as through a blood
ered through observation in one laboratory must test or an electroencephalograph. If it cannot be
be replicable in another laboratory. Data meas- so measured—as is the case [with] … ’mental illured and gathered by one instrument must be the ness’—then the phrase ‘illness’ is at best a
same as data gathered by another similar instru- metaphor … and that therefore ‘treating’ these
ment. And thus the objectivity comes not from an ‘illnesses’ is an … unscientific enterprise.”22
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“Unlike medical diagnoses that convey a probable
cause, appropriate treatment and likely prognosis, the
disorders listed in DSM-IV are terms arrived at
through peer consensus.”
— Tana Dineen, Ph.D., Canadian psychologist and author

The lack of science in the American
Psychiatric Association’s (APA) Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) was
described by a psychologist attending a DSM
hearing: “The low level of intellectual effort was
shocking. Diagnoses were developed by majority
vote on the level we would use to choose a restaurant. You feel like Italian, I feel like Chinese, so
let’s go to a cafeteria. Then it’s typed into the
computer. It may reflect on our naiveté, but it was
our belief that there would be an attempt to look
at things scientifically.”23
Canadian psychologist Tana Dineen tells us,
“Unlike medical diagnoses that convey a probable cause, appropriate treatment and likely prognosis, the disorders listed in DSM-IV are terms
arrived at through peer consensus”—literally a
show of hands by APA committee members.
And what are some of these mental
“disorders”?
Stuttering, Communication Disorder Not
Otherwise Specified, Oppositional Defiant
Disorder, Disorder of Written Expression,
Mathematics Disorder, Sleepwalking Disorder,
Nicotine Withdrawal Disorder, Phase of Life
Problem Disorder and Caffeine Intoxication
Disorder.24 DSM-IV lists the latter as occurring as
a result of drinking 2–3 cups of coffee and
experiencing five or more of 12 listed symptoms,
including: restlessness, nervousness, excitement,
insomnia, flushed face, increased urination,
muscle twitching, heart palpitations and periods
of inexhaustibility.25

Considering its unsupported, ever-growing
numbers of mental “disorders,” it is no wonder
that the DSM is under attack. “… [T]he current
DSM is a compendium of checklist diagnoses:
cursory, superficial menus of symptoms …,” criticized Harvard Medical School’s Joseph
Glenmullen. He warned that drugs are now being
prescribed for a “burgeoning list of conditions,”
including everyday life.
David Kaiser, a medical author who is
trained as a psychiatrist, has condemned
the DSM criteria: “This is essentially a pseudoscientific enterprise that grew out of modern
psychiatry’s desire to emulate modern medical science.”
This doesn’t mean that people do not have
problems; mental travail and upsets exist. But as
Dr. Hagen points out, “Unhappiness is a problem;
it is not a disease. Low self-esteem also is not a
disease. Eating too much is not a disease, and neither is eating too little. And, despite a huge lobby
to the contrary, drinking too much alcohol is not
a disease either … the psychological establishment has defined virtually all less-than-desirable
behaviors, from hatred of first grade to serial
rape, as psychological diseases, and represents
itself as uniquely able to provide the necessary
‘therapies’ for them.”26
Psychiatrists and psychologists should no
more be let loose to diagnose the problems faced
by those working in the arts, than a butcher
should be allowed to operate on people. The
consequences are staggering and dangerous.
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DIAGNOSTIC FRAUD
Selling Psychiatric ‘Illness’
with Invented Disorders

From the first Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM) in 1952, which

named 112 mental disorders, to the
latest edition which now includes
374 such disorders, the criteria
used for psychiatric diagnoses are
a parody of science-based illnesses.
Used by psychiatrists to bilk
hospitals, governments and
insurance, they give medicine a
bad name. The billable list includes:

Expressive Language Disorder
DSM Page 55

Caffeine-Related Disorder
DSM Page 212

Conduct Disorder
DSM Page 85

Mathematics Disorder
DSM Page 50

Disorder of Written Expression
DSM Page 51
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VIVIEN LEIGH
1913–1967

O

f the stars that
in Ceylon, Leigh began
fell victim to
having hallucinations,
psychiatric
making it impossible
misdiagnosis and vioto film. Desperately
lent treatment, perhaps
concerned, her husnone is better known all
band, renowned classiover the world than
cal actor Sir Lawrence
Vivien Leigh. The star
Olivier, capitulated in
of “Gone with the
light of psychiatric
Wind” and “A Streetcar
advice. She was flown
Named Desire,” she
to her native England,
received best actress
where she was admitOscars for both films.
ted to a psychiatric
Ironically, Leigh’s life
facility.
was a tragedy of ShakeHere, she was bruspearean proportions.
tally packed in ice as
Her troubles began
part of her “treatment”
in 1945. While perforand subjected to reming on stage in “The
peated electroshocks. It
Skin of Our Teeth,”
was the first of many
Leigh experienced attacks
terrors, and one that
of hysteria, alternated
would affect her perwith bouts of exhausmanently.28 One time
she even suffered burn
tion and exhilaration.
Diagnosed with tubermarks to her head from
“… She was not, now that she had
the electric shock.
culosis (TB), she continued performing until
been given the treatment, the same girl Olivier was devastated
closing night. After six
by the change in his
that I had fallen in love with. … She was wife’s personality folweeks of treatment in a
hospital the TB showed
lowing the shocks: “I
now more of a stranger to me than I
can only describe them
signs of abating and
could ever have imagined possible.”
she recuperated at
by saying that she was
home over the follownot, now that she had
— Sir Lawrence Olivier, commenting
ing year.
been given the treaton Vivien Leigh after she received ECT
ment, the same girl that
Bouts of hysteria,
I had fallen in love with.
however, continued,
exacerbated by her mixing alcohol with her TB … She was now more of a stranger to me
medication. Isoniazid, one of the drugs than I could ever have imagined possible.
prescribed at the Something had happened to her, very hard to
time for TB, had describe, but unquestionably evident.”29 Then ECT
side effects that was temporarily abandoned and replaced
included
mental by powerful psychotropic drugs—especially
confusion and toxic dangerous as they were combined with her TB
psychosis.27
medication.
In the early
In May 1967, Leigh’s medical doctor informed
1950s, Leigh began her that the TB had spread to both lungs and her
seeing a psychiatrist. condition was critical. Her strength destroyed by
Typically, psychiatrists years of electroshocks and psychiatric drugs, Leigh
do not check for was unable to fight off the disease. She succumbed
drug-induced mental to it less than two months later. Psychiatry’s brutal
behavior. While film- treatments progressively denied Leigh her sanity,
ing “Elephant Walk” her marriage, her career and ultimately her life.

JUDY GARLAND

J

1922–1969

Under a psychiaudy Garland never had a problem taking her
audience wherever she wanted them to go; this trist’s orders, she
was her special magic from the first moment began the first of
that she stepped on stage. In the winter of 1939, many stays in psychishe starred in her seventh film, “The Wizard of Oz,” atric hospitals. In
and recorded what would become her signature 1949, not yet 27
song, “Over the Rainbow.” That same year she years old, she was
pressed her hand and shoe prints into the concrete subjected to the vioin the forecourt of Grauman’s Chinese Theater, the lence and degradalandmark on the Hollywood Walk of Fame; an tion of electroshock.
international star at 17.
In the late 1950s,
However, the price and pressures of such fame as Garland’s drugwere high. Her studio contract required her to induced health probmaintain a certain physical appearance—if she lems became critical,
gained weight, she could be suspended without she was admitted to
pay. She was prescribed antidepressants and the hospital with her
amphetamines to control her appetite and barbitu- liver and spleen masrates to help her sleep.
sively swollen and
As Garland became more and more addicted her whole body poito the drugs, her friends noticed alarming differ- soned with fluids.
ences; a gaunt look from severe weight loss and Seven weeks later
dark-blue circles under her eyes. Garland was also she checked out to
introduced to psychoanalysis. At her first
interview with psychia“She took the medication to
trist Karl Menninger, he
wipe
out her anxieties, and then
told her that “she had
problems; they could
when she attempted to do without
become serious; she
pills … the result was a physical pain
needed help”—immediand a sense of suffocation that
ately. Garland started
make her third and final
became so intense that she had to
seeing Menninger, his
stage comeback. This
associate, Ernst Simmel,
time she was prescribed
take the pills again … her cure
and, later, Frederick
Valium, Thorazine and,
became her illness ….”
Hacker.
at one time, 40 Ritalin
— Gerald Frank, author of Judy
As the drugs took a
pills a day.
progressively greater
Assertions that the
hold of her life, her
source of Garland’s
behavior on the film set became erratic, disruptive troubles was an inherent artistic neurosis (or similar
and demoralizing to others in the crew. As later psychobabble) came only from arrogant psychiamedical evidence showed, the drugs were trists or psychoanalysts with purses to fill. In fact,
she had formed her own firm opinion of her treatgradually destroying her physically.
Gerald Frank, in his book Judy, revealed that ing psychiatrists, as reported by Frank: “She was
with no relief in sight, by the end of the film “The abysmally discouraged; her years of analysis had
Pirate,” Garland was “completely and desperately not helped her … she had no respect for psychiaexhausted.” “She took the medication to wipe out trists, she had seen more than a dozen of them and
her anxieties, and then when she attempted to do they had all failed her.”
without pills … the result was a physical pain and
It was a realization that came too late. On June
a sense of suffocation that became so intense that 15, 1969, Garland performed on stage for the last
she had to take the pills again.” Now, “her cure time at the Half Note Club in Greenwich Village. Six
became her illness which became her cure which days later she died of a psychiatric drug overdose in
became her illness.”
a London hotel.30
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Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT,
shock treatment)—the passage
of up to 460 volts of electricity
through the brain—can wipe
out memory and, as such, has
destroyed many great artists’
creative abilities.
Italian psychiatrist Ugo Cerletti
“discovered” the brutal practice
in a Rome slaughterhouse in
1938. Here, pigs were shocked
using electricity before their
throats were slit—a practice,
Cerletti admitted, that inspired
him to administer the method
to humans.
ECT is still widely used, with
hundreds of thousands subjected
to it each year around the
world—over 100,000 in the U.S.
alone, where it is a $5 billion a
year industry.
Psychosurgery—a brutal practice
that destroys healthy brain tissue
based on the false idea that it
can “change behavior” for the
“better”—continues to destroy
lives, costing thousands of dollars
per operation.

Tricked into a visit to the Mayo psychiatric clinic, Nobelprize winning author Ernest Hemingway soon found
himself subjected to a series of brutal shock treatments
that destroyed his writing career and his life.

CHAPTER
THREE
Cruel Electroshock,
Destroying the Brain

I

f Nobel Prize-winning author Ernest likely as growing back a leg after it has been
Hemingway were alive today, he would amputated.34
probably conduct a heated argument with
Psychiatrists continue to lie about the number
psychiatrists who hold him up as an exam- of shock-related deaths. While publicly admitting
ple of “great writers with mental illness.” to one death per 10,000 people, the mortality rate
Tricked into a psychiatric institution, he was has been independently verified as being more on
stripped of his clothes and his dignity, and given the order of 1 in 200, a rate 50 times higher.35 Even
20 electroshocks.31 Several weeks later, he confid- if a patient does not die from the ECT, the genered, “What these shock doctors don’t know is al average life expectancy is significantly reduced
about writers and such. … They should make all by the effects of this destructive procedure.
psychiatrists take a
Proponents of ECT
falsely claim that it is
course in creative
“What these shock doctors don’t
writing so they’d
“safe and effective”—
know about writers
while having to admit
know is about writers and such …
… what is the sense
that they have no idea
What is the sense of ruining my
of ruining my head
of how it works. This
head and erasing my memory,
and erasing my memhasn’t stopped them
ory, which is my capifrom using it to make
which is my capital, and
tal, and putting me
$5 billion per year in
putting me out of business?
out of business? It
America alone, elecIt was a brilliant cure but
was a brilliant cure
troshocking more than
we lost the patient “
but we lost the
110,000 citizens and
— Ernest Hemingway,
patient …”32
hundreds of thousands
Nobel Prize-winning author
In July 1961, days
more in other countries.
after being released
Composer
and
from the Mayo psychiatric clinic, Hemingway singer Raven Kane Campbell tells of her father’s
committed suicide.33
musical dreams, destroyed by electroshock. “My
“Electroshock,” “shock treatment,” or “ECT” talented father, Lou Frechette, was known as ‘The
is pain inflicted in the name of therapy. It is just Wonder Boy’ of Chicago; he was the organist for
as controversial and destructive today as it was the silent movies in major theaters and was one
in 1975, when the film “One Flew Over the of only two people who knew how to play the
Cuckoo’s Nest” was released. At the time, psy- world’s largest organ at Chicago Stadium. You
chiatrists gave patients up to 20 shocks a day, could sing him a melody and he’d play it back to
arguing that it could “wipe the mind clean and you like an orchestra.”
let it re-grow,” a phenomenon that is about as
“However, all that ended when he suffered a
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breakdown, after working several jobs at once to
pay for his large family. The long hours took their
toll.” As Campbell described it, “‘help’ arrived in
the form of three big guys in a white truck carrying a straitjacket. He was given extensive shock
treatment and drugs. When he returned home
several months later,” Campbell says, “he would
sit at the organ and cry because all that
music in his head had disappeared and he
couldn’t control his fingers on the keys that he
had played so effortlessly for so many years
beforehand.”

Killing the Soul
ECT was developed by Italian psychiatrist,
Ugo Cerletti in 1938 after experimenting on pigs
in a Rome slaughterhouse. The electric shock
stunned the pig sufficiently so that its throat
could be easily cut, producing a swift death.
Today, between 180 to 460 volts of electricity are
sent searing through the human brain. A shock
wave passes through the head, causing the brain
to discharge energy in a very chaotic fashion.
This increases metabolism to a very high level,
which deprives the brain of oxygen and destroys
brain cells.36 This is, in fact, brain damage and the
cause of spatial and time disorientation that
always follows shock treatments.
Psychosurgery, another unscientific, yet
brutal “treatment,” destroys healthy parts of the
brain, with psychiatrists asserting this will

Psychiatrist Ugo Cerletti (above)
initiated the use of electroshock
“therapy” on humans after
experimenting with it in a Rome
slaughterhouse (at right),
paralyzing hogs before they were
killed. Today, hundreds of thousands
of individuals around the world are
still subjected to electroshock.

somehow change behavior for the “better”. It
was popularized in the 1930s and 1940s by
Portuguese neurologist Egas Moniz and
American psychiatrist Walter Freeman, and
became best known through a procedure called
lobotomy. Moniz said that to “cure” patients, “we
must destroy the more or less fixed arrangements
of cellular connections that exist in the brain.”37 A
12-year follow-up study concluded that his
patients suffered relapses, seizures and deaths.
Freeman used electric shock as an anesthetic
before forcing an ice pick beneath the eye socket
bone into the brain of a patient; he then moved
the instrument back and forth to sever the fibers
of the frontal brain lobes. He dubbed his procedure “surgery of the soul.” Freeman traveled the
country in a camper he called the “lobotomobile”, and performed his surgical intrusion in
theatrical fashion for all who wanted to watch.
The press dubbed his tour “Operation Ice Pick.”
With the procedure causing a 10% death rate,
more than 10,000 people were killed worldwide
during psychosurgery’s heyday. Freeman eventually lost his license to practice over a patient’s
death from the procedure. Moniz, on the other
hand, was twice shot by disgruntled patients, the
second time fatally. Despite all, psychosurgery is
still performed in many countries today.
Both electroshock and psychosurgery cause
irreversible brain damage and destroy mental
abilities and, in many cases, the patients’ lives.

1
A HISTORY OF DANGEROUS TREATMENTS

2

Psychiatric practices that destroy healthy brain tissue,
cause irreversible brain damage and destroy basic social skills
are claimed to be “workable.” They include 1) psychosurgery
(above), 2) contemporary electroshock (right), 3) insulin
shock therapy (below) and 4) Metrazol shock (below right).
Today little has changed. Psychiatrists’ “modern” treatments are still human rights abuses, and yet they continue to
insist that their methods are superior. Failing to understand
the cause of or achieve the cure for mental trauma, they
routinely harm troubled individuals.

3

4

THE “DEEP SLEEP”

Deaths and Betrayal

B

etween 1963 and
“deep sleep.” This time
1979, Chelmsford
she was discharged from
hospital was a
the facility with not only
tranquil-looking psychiher addiction still intact,
atric facility in the outer
but with fading memory
suburbs of Sydney,
and feeling suicidal.38
Australia. But behind its
Indeed, she tried to comnondescript exterior, lives
mit suicide a short while
later. Once away from
were ripped apart with a
cruel psychiatric techBailey, Lamond was evennique called “deep sleep”
tually able to kick her drug
treatment. People were
habit.39
knocked unconscious for
Another one of Bailey’s
up to three weeks with a
victims was singer Stevie
Stevie Wright (center) and The Easybeats.
lethal cocktail of barbituWright. In the 1960s,
rates and sedatives. While
Wright was the lead singer
After two weeks, Stevie Wright’s brain
in this drug-induced
of Australia’s number-one
had been so badly damaged by the
comatose state, they
rock band, The Easybeats,
were shackled naked to
14 shock treatments he was incapable of and enjoyed a string of hits
their beds and subjected
such as “She’s So Fine” and
writing songs for the next 10 years.
to painful electroshock
“Friday On My Mind.” At
treatments, sometimes
18, he was headed for
twice daily. They awoke brain damaged, sick with pneu- international stardom. By the age of 21, however, the
monia, nursing blood clots, and with an irreversibly fame was over. The band folded. Wright developed a
altered personality. Some never woke; 48 people died.
heroin habit. He was admitted to Chelmsford hospital for
The perpetrator of these atrocities, psychiatrist “deep sleep” treatment. When he awoke after two
Harry Bailey, was trained in Britain and Canada by weeks, his brain had been so badly damaged by the 14
psychiatrists who had worked on CIA and other electroshocks that for the next ten years he was incapable
intelligence agency mind control programs. He was of writing any songs. In fact, he was never able to fully
considered the “White Knight” of Australian psychiatry, regain his former creative abilities. Wright ended up living
and so, was able to attract many theatrical personalities. on government disability benefits.40
In 1979 Bailey’s reign of terror was over. His victims
Singer Helen Reddy’s sister, Toni Lamond, was a
renowned, much loved and award-winning television united with the Citizens Commission on Human Rights
and theater actress. In the 1970s, after a successful and government investigations were launched. Deep
career in Australia, she moved to the United States, sleep treatment was banned, its survivors compensated
appearing on “The Johnny Carson Show,” and in such and Chelmsford was closed. Bailey himself avoided his
series as “Starsky and Hutch” and “The Love Boat.” victims by committing suicide. However, modified
However, her success came at a cost—an addiction to forms of deep sleep treatment continue to be used in
painkillers and an array of “uppers and downers.” She other countries, including South Africa, and as a “treatreturned to Australia and met Bailey, who told her that ment” elsewhere for drug abuse.
she could be put to sleep and, upon awakening, “all
your troubles will be gone.” She awoke from Bailey’s
procedure after 10 days; she had lost weight, but not
her pill addiction. Bailey convinced her to continue

VICTIMS’ BATTLE FOR JUSTICE:
More than 1,000 people were subjected to Deep Sleep Treatment
(DST) in Sydney, Australia. The deadly combination of a
drug-induced coma and electroshock ultimately killed 48 people
before it was banned in 1983. While the victims were
compensated, the lethal DST is still used today in countries
such as South Africa and for “treatment” of drug addiction.

FRANCES FARMER
1914–1970

T

he story of actress Frances Farmer’s life
was portrayed by Jessica Lange in the
1982 movie “Frances.” It is a story of the
savage, brutal and unforgivable destruction
brought upon one of the most talented
actresses of her time, by psychiatrists.
Farmer was a beautiful screen and stage
actress whose career lit up Hollywood and
Broadway in the 1930s and 1940s. By age 27,
she had appeared in 18 films, three Broadway
plays and 30 major radio shows. She was compared to the great Greta Garbo.
Upset over a string of failed relationships
and stressed by career demands, she was also
addicted to amphetamines prescribed to keep
her weight under control. Farmer was committed to a psychiatric institution in 1943. It was
the ruin of her career as she spent the next
seven years in mental institutions and was
forced to undergo brutal and unworkable
electroshock and drugs. She was also subjected
to 90 insulin shocks. When she tried to escape,
psychiatrists punitively administered more ECT
in an effort to break her defiant and rebellious
will. When this failed to turn her into a
“model” patient, she was given “hydrotherapy”—stripped naked and thrown into a tub of
icy water for six to eight hours. Unable to
muster any resistance due to her drug-induced
stupor, she was raped by orderlies and rented
out as a sex toy for local soldiers: “One of the
most vivid recollections of some veterans of the
institution would be the sight of Frances Farmer
being held down by orderlies and raped by
drunken soldiers.”
Farmer’s last “treatment” was at the hands
of Walter J. Freeman, psychiatry’s czar of lobotomy. Frances Farmer never regained her abilities. She realized that the psychiatrists had been
“systematically destroying the only thing she
had ever been able to hold onto in life—her
faith in her artistic creativity.”41
She died at the age of 57, destitute and her
spirit broken.

“Never console yourself into believing
that the terror has passed, for it looms as
large and as evil today as it did in the
despicable era of Bedlam. But I must relate
the horrors as I recall them, in the hope that
some force for mankind might be moved to
relieve forever the unfortunate creatures
who are still imprisoned in the back wards
of decaying institutions.”
— Frances Farmer

In an interview on E!
Entertainment, Frank
Freeman, son of lobotomy
czar, Walter Freeman,
admitted that the photo
[seen on page 21] is his
father operating on
Frances Farmer.
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In the first half of the 20th century,
many African-American musicians
turned to heroin and illicit drugs to
block out the powerful effects of
racism, including Billie Holiday, Bud
Powell and Charlie “Bird” Parker.
Often the artists would be
prescribed powerful mind-numbing
tranquilizers that were more addictive
than the substance they were
trying to withdraw from.
When Bud Powell was admitted to
a psychiatric facility after being beaten
up by police, psychiatrists refused to
believe that he was a pianist and
composer and diagnosed him with
“delusions of grandeur” and put him in
a straitjacket. He was electroshocked
and drugged, which eventually led to
his deterioration and death.
Multi-Grammy award winning
performer, Chick Corea, says that
artists pay heavily when subjected to
psychiatric “treatment”—a price that
has nothing to do with art, and
everything to do with the deliberate
manipulation and destruction of
artists across all mediums.
Billie Holiday sought help from psychiatrists in an effort
to handle her devastating drug habit. The treatment
failed and her life crumbled under her addiction.

CHAPTER
FOUR
Targeting
Icons of Jazz

B

illie Holiday’s trade song, “Strange izers did to rock musicians in the 1960s.
Fruit,” was a powerful commentary on Depressing the nervous system, heroin creates
racism, particularly the murder of an illusion of “fearlessness and confidence, makSouthern black men by white lynching ing players believe they could accomplish darparties. Holiday spoke of the effects of ing runs with carefree abandon.”44
racism: While performing with Count Basie in
The casualty list was high: Billie Holiday,
Detroit, she was told by white club owners that Bud Powell, Charlie Parker and more.
her face was “too yellow to sing with all the
Trusting psychiatry to “cure” their addicblack men in his band. Somebody might think I tions was a fatal mistake.
was white if the light
In 1946, Holiday
didn’t hit me just
tried to kick her
right. So they got
heroin habit, admitIn 1946, Billie Holiday tried
special dark grease
ting herself to a
to kick her heroin habit,
paint and told me to
private
psychiatric
put it on. … I said I
facility, publicly claimadmitting herself to a private
wouldn’t do it. But they
ing she was there for
psychiatric facility, and paying
had our name on the
treatment of a nervous
contracts, and if I refused
She paid
$2000—a huge sum for its time. breakdown.
it might have played hell
$2000 for a three-week
Within a year of her “therapy,”
with the bookings, not
“treatment”—a huge
just for me, but for the
sum for its time.
however, she was arrested
future of all the cats in
Within a year of her
on drug charges.
“therapy,” however,
the band.”42
she was arrested on
Jazz Education
drug charges and her
writer, Scotty Wright,
reported that even famous African-American working card—needed to perform in New York
jazz musicians would suffer tremendous insults cabarets—was cancelled. Her drug problems
due to the color of their skin. As a result, there continued to worsen and she died while under
were a “heartbreaking number of musicians who house arrest for drug possession in a city
turned to substance abuse, trying to block out hospital in July 1959.45
Charlie “Bird” Parker was born in 1920. By
the pain and indignity of their offstage existence,
in order to be more open to and at peace with the age of 15 he was a working musician, bringing
their art onstage.”43
innovative ideas to jazz and later, with
Heroin did to many jazz musicians in the others, creating bebop, which was considered to
1930s and 1940s what psychedelics and tranquil- reflect the pain and despair of ghetto Blacks. In
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Charlie Parker

ECT “could permanently
impair [Charlie] Parker’s
reflexes, reduce him to a
manageable personality
[and] a very average
musician.”
— Dr. Richard Freeman, who stopped Parker
from being subjected to shock, but not
debilitating psychiatric drugs
1946, “Bird” was arrested in Los Angeles for drug
possession and was incarcerated in Camarillo
state psychiatric institution.46 He narrowly
escaped being given electroshock after a medical
doctor, Richard Freeman, intervened, saying, “It
could permanently impair Parker’s reflexes,
reduce him to a manageable personality [and] a
very average musician.”47 However, he was still
prescribed powerful psychotropic drugs. After
being discharged from the psychiatric facility, he
returned to the same racist and drug-ridden environment he was raised in. On March 12, 1955,
“Bird” died of a heart attack caused by a drug and
alcohol-related condition. He was 34 years old.
Bud Powell did for the piano what Charlie
“Bird” Parker did for the saxophone. He also
helped create bebop. Born in Harlem in 1924,
Powell was a child prodigy. By the time he was
seven, neighborhood musicians would take him
with them so others could admire his playing.
He made his first recordings when he was 19.48
In 1945, suffering the effects of a severe
police beating, Powell was admitted to
Belleview psychiatric facility for evaluation. On

the admission form he wrote under occupation:
“Pianist and composer of over 1,000 songs.” The
psychiatrist diagnosed this as “delusions of
grandeur” and put him in a straitjacket.
Spending most of the year recovering from the
beating and treatment he received, he suffered
excruciating headaches, seizures and erratic
behavior. In 1947, shortly after composing
“Celia,” a tribute to his daughter, he was institutionalized for 11 months. While Charlie Parker
had escaped electroshock because of the known
irreparable damage it would do to his musical
ability, Powell wasn’t as fortunate. Friend Jackie
Maclean said, “Bud didn’t remember too much,
actually, about his life prior to going to the hospital because of the [ECT] treatment they had
given him … I’d mention names to him and he
had to stop and think and ask me, ‘Who?’”
Arrested in 1951 on a narcotics charge, Powell
was incarcerated in Pilgrim state psychiatric institution for another 11 months and subjected to
more electroshock; his health began to deteriorate
rapidly. In 1959, he moved to France where he
continued being given Thorazine, a powerful
tranquilizer known as the “chemical lobotomy.”
By 1964 Powell was bloated, his eyes vacant
and he walked with a shuffle that betrayed
his drugged condition.49 He died on August 16
of that year from a combination of liver failure,
TB and malnutrition. Five thousand people
lined the streets of Harlem to honor him on his
last journey.

Bud Powell’s creative genius was assaulted by psychiatric
brutality—electroshock and addictive psychiatric drugs
destroyed his memory and his talent.

A Message from
Chick Corea
Chick Corea, legendary jazz composer and pianist,
has been nominated for 31 Grammys and is an 11-time
Grammy winner. Corea’s rendition of Bud Powell’s music
was produced in an album entitled “Remembering
Bud Powell.”

A

n artist usually spends the whole first part of
his life just developing his art form.
Practicing, applying, apprenticing, delving
into uncharted areas, learning by whatever method
or methods he can. There’s no pay for this dedicated
work. This is his investment into future dreams.
Successful artists have a quality of persistence
that ignores setbacks, downfalls and difficulties with
basic survival, like food and shelter—they just
keep going toward their original creative goal.
They keep true to the kind of effect they want to
create with their art—they just keep going, no
matter what.
The artist must reach people with his art, no matter how hard the existing environment works against
him. He must learn to keep his integrity whole, yet at
the same time make sufficient money to keep the rent
paid. Quite a trick.
It’s far from an easy path to follow, as any
successful artist will tell
you. In this, a very few
stand out from the
crowd and create a lega“The true story about the
cy of powerful and
pain, confusion and the crushed
uniquely creative work
which rightfully earns
The true story about
artistic dreams that psychiatry (and
them the title of genius.
the pain, the confusion,
its cousins psychology and
More often than
and the crushed artistic
psychoanalysis) have brought
not, however, a heavy
dreams that psychiatry
price is being exacted
(and its cousins psycholto the artistic community is one
for such artistic sucogy and psychoanalysis)
that must be told and recognized.”
cess—a price that has
have brought to the
nothing to do with art,
artistic community is one
— Chick Corea, 11-time Grammy
and everything to do
that must be told and
Award-winning jazz musician
recognized. Having no
with the deliberate maunderstanding of life or
nipulation and destrucart, they cannot cure or
tion of artists across all
mediums. Bud Powell, an innovative genius in my truly help, and are extremely dangerous to your artistic health and growth. Seeking their brand of “help”
field, is one who tragically paid this price.
I write briefly here, not of his formidable artistic to better deal with the inevitable pressures and stressgifts, which I have acknowledged elsewhere, but es of being an artist, will only further confuse, weakof the unnecessary and brutal psychiatric treat- en, and ultimately destroy your creativity.
I sincerely offer this advice to anyone who is in
ments, which increasingly threatened his most creative years, and finally extinguished the essence of some way artistically active, and who is concerned for
his or her own better success or survival.
his creativity.

IMPORTANT FACTS

1
2
3
4

Faced with the stress of
fame and relationships that
are always in the limelight,
artists have been prescribed
psychotropic drugs as a “quick
fix” solution. For many it
has been perilous and,
tragically, led to death.
Producer Don Simpson,
singer Chuck Negron (Three
Dog Night), actor and
comedian Eric Douglas, were
all victims of failed psychiatric
drug rehab programs that
hooked them on psychiatric
drugs and, ultimately, in the
case of Simpson and Douglas,
led to their deaths. INXS
lead singer, Michael
Hutchence, was also a victim.
In 2004, the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration
issued a public warning
about psychiatry’s latest
antidepressants causing
suicidal and hostile effects.
These are drugs that have
been inadvertently promoted
in films and television series,
unwittingly ensuring a
deepening psychotropic
drug culture.
The antipsychotic drugs
[or major tranquilizers] have
also been exposed for causing
poor concentration, emotional
dullness, sexual dysfunction,
leaking breasts, blood disorders
and life-threatening diabetes.
The deaths of Kurt Cobain (Nirvana) and Michael
Hutchence (INXS) can be traced to failed psychiatric drug
rehab programs or prescribed suicide-inducing drugs. Stevie
Nicks (Fleetwood Mac) said the tranquilizer, Klonopin, was
worse than her cocaine habit and harder to withdraw from.

CHAPTER
FIVE
Psychiatric Drugs
Create Harm

I

n his 1932 novel Brave New World, Aldous and psychological dependencies he created in
Huxley tells of a “utopian” but totalitarian them with his drugs brought the rich and famous
society controlled by drugs: “And the dicta- constantly to his door.”52
tor … will do well to encourage … the freedom
President John F. Kennedy, Elizabeth Taylor,
to daydream under the influence of dope Eddie Fisher, Andy Warhol, Johnny Mathis,
and movies and the radio, it will help to reconcile Truman Capote, Otto Preminger and Anthony
his subjects to the servitude which is their fate.”50
Quinn were also subjected to Jacobson’s chemical
Today, with the increasing prescription of bomb. Debbie Reynolds, who was married to
mind-altering drugs, Huxley’s Brave New World is Fisher at the time, told the San Francisco Chronicle in
all too real.
1989, “I didn’t realize
As author Donald
what was wrong or
Spoto wrote in A
what his going to Max
President John F. Kennedy,
Passion for Life, “Pills,
Jacobson — the ‘speed’
shots, amphetamines,
doctor who was always
Elizabeth Taylor, Eddie Fisher, Andy
barbiturates—it was the
ready to give celebrities
Warhol, Johnny Mathis, Truman
arsenal of the good life,
their
shots—would
a sign of a busy and
lead to. ‘Dr. Needles,’ I
Capote, Otto Preminger, Anthony
glamorous schedule, a
called him.”
Quinn and Tennessee Williams were
regimen almost as
Psychiatric drugs
popular as frequent
are highly addictive.
all subjected to psychiatrist Max
visits to therapists and
Psychiatrists know it,
psychiatrists. … [B]ut
which compounds the
Jacobson’s psychotropic drug mix…
for many celebrities,
crime.
Max Jacobson’s [“Dr.
Don Simpson, one
Feelgood”] ‘speed’ shot was the best of them all. of Hollywood’s most renowned producers (“Top
This was an intravenous dose of amphetamines … Gun”, “Flashdance”, “Beverly Hills Cop” and
that provided an instant sense of enhanced mental “The Rock”) was a tragic example of psychiatric
capacity, diminished the need for sleep and irresponsibility. He was prescribed psychiatric
brought an unnatural state of euphoria. drugs to withdraw him from his illicit drug use—
Controversial but not yet illegal, it was prized by one addictive chemical simply replaced another.
many until the horrors of addiction were evident.”51 On January 19, 1996, Simpson was found dead of a
Spoto further wrote, “Jacobson’s roster of massive drug overdose at his home. Police
patients was long and impressive (among them found 80 bottles of prescription drugs in the house.
were Tennessee Williams, Cecil B. De Mille, Zero An autopsy determined that a cocktail of cocaine
Mostel, and Margaret Leighton), and the physical and prescribed stimulants, antidepressants,
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Psychiatry’s
Celebrity Drug
Pusher

F

or many years New York
psychiatrist Max Jacobson
(“Dr. Feelgood”) injected
amphetamines and other psychiatric drugs into the veins of
dozens of the country’s most celebrated artists, writers and politicians, including Eddie Fisher,
Anthony Quinn and Elizabeth
Taylor. He specialized in prescribing and administering amphetamines not to treat “disorders” but
to boost the mood of healthy
patients. The most famous of the
psychiatrist’s patients were
President John F. Kennedy and
the first lady, Jacqueline Kennedy.
Jacobson would boast to anyone
willing to listen that the Kennedys
had given him a tie-pin in gratitude, stating, “I traveled with the
Kennedys. I treated the Kennedys.
Jack Kennedy. Jacqueline Kennedy.
They never could have made it
without me.”62
Debbie Reynolds, who was
married to Fisher at the time of
his “treatment” by Jacobson,
dubbed the psychiatrist, “Dr.
Needles.” Ronald K. Siegel, a
UCLA
psychopharmacologist
who has studied methamphetamine, part of Jacobson’s drug
cocktail, said that it initially creates “feelings of euphoria, energy and confidence. Continued
use leads to depression, sleepiness and tolerance to the drug,
sparking even greater use.”

John F. Kennedy

Elizabeth Taylor

Anthony Quinn

Eddie Fisher

sedatives and tranquilizers had caused heart
failure and death.53
Former Three Dog Night singer Chuck Negron,
who had undergone the same psychiatric drug
substitution program as Simpson, and also failed
to kick his habit, said: “They … sent me out on the
road with different medications that were legal. …
At one point, I ended up having a bigger habit on
the prescription stuff than when I first checked in.”
In 1993, the Medical Board of California charged
the psychiatrist who ran the “detox” program,
Robert P. Freemont, with gross negligence and
unprofessional conduct for over-prescribing drugs
and administering medications without proper
follow-up exams. Freemont died before the Board
finished its investigation.54
On July 6, 2004, Eric Douglas, the son of Kirk
Douglas and half-brother of Michael, died of “acute
intoxication” from prescription tranquilizers and
painkillers combined with alcohol.55 Ruled an “accidental overdose” by the coroner, the actor and
stand-up comedian’s story is another tragic example of failed psychiatric rehab programs. A Los
Angeles Times article on his death noted, “Court and
medical board records indicate that Douglas’ final,
fatal descent may have stemmed from treatment by
a psychiatrist who has since had his license revoked
by the Medical Board of California.” In 2001,
Douglas filed a lawsuit against the psychiatrist,
William O. Leader, who had treated Eric between
1997 and 1999. The suit stated that Leader’s nearlethal doses of psychiatric drugs so incapacitated
Douglas, he was unable to care for himself and
nearly died twice. According to the court documents, Leader also “prescribed drugs over the
phone without seeing Douglas.” The lawsuit was
settled out of court in May 2004.56
While psychiatry misleadingly markets a false
image of science and—without a shred of evidence—claims that “biochemical imbalances in the
brain” cause mental disturbance and addiction, in
reality, it seeks no more than the control and manipulation of people’s lives.
Consider these words of psychiatrist Nathan Kline
and his cohorts in 1967 as they mapped society’s psychotropic future for the year 2000: “Those of us who
work in this field see a developing potential for nearly
a total control of human emotional status, mental functioning, and will to act. These human phenomena can
be started, stopped or eliminated by the use of various
types of chemical substances. What we can produce
with our science now will affect the entire society.”57

Comic Eric Douglas, son of Kirk Douglas,
battled with drug abuse problems but was felled by
a powerful combination of psychotropic drugs and alcohol.

Eric and Kirk Douglas

And affect society they have. Millions
now take mind-altering psychiatric drugs.
Psychiatrists prescribe them, ignoring their
Stevie Nicks (center) with Fleetwood Mac
dangerous side effects and addictiveness,
keeping the general public “woefully ignorant
of the dangers” of them.58
“It was so awful that I could go into a
Stevie Nicks, the incomparable lead singer of
psychiatrist’s office and they could put me
Fleetwood Mac, is testimony to this. In 2001, she
on this medication that nearly destroyed
released a new solo album—her first since 1993. She also
my
career, nearly destroyed me, and nearly
went public about her eight-year absence from the
music scene: she’d been addicted to a tranquilizer,
destroyed my parents—because they just
Klonopin, prescribed to her by a psychiatrist. “I had just
lost me for those years ….”
stopped doing cocaine,” she told Entertainment Weekly,
— Stevie Nicks, lead singer of Fleetwood Mac,
“and it was like a month and a half after, and I was fine,
speaking about tranquilizer addiction
totally fine. [But] to soothe everybody’s feathers around
me, I went to a psychiatrist. It was a bad decision. … It
was so awful that I could go into a psychiatrist’s office benzodiazepines. Medical studies show they can be
and they could put me on this medication that nearly addictive within 14 days of taking them. As such,
destroyed my career, nearly destroyed me, nearly according to medical advice, a person needs to withdestroyed my parents—because they just lost me for draw from them slowly. Stevie Nicks spoke of the
those years.”59 In another interview she said, “My intense difficulty she had withdrawing herself off
creativity went away. I became what I call the ‘whatev- Klonopin: “I’m the one who realized that [the drug]
er’ person. I didn’t care about anything anymore.”60
was killing me … I was in there [drug rehab] sick for
But if the cocaine addiction was a nightmare, noth- 45 days, really, really sick. And I watched generations
ing prepared her for the withdrawal from a psychiatric of drug addicts come in and go out. You know, the
drug. Klonopin is one of a class of tranquilizers called heroin people, 12 days … and they’re gone. And I’m
still just there.”61
Chuck Negron
Psychiatric drugs do not help a person achieve
more creative abilities or more knowledge about life or
the mind; they do not enable a person to solve his or her
problems. They may cause a person to believe that his
problems have been fixed, that he is better off, but all
that has happened is that he has been made less aware,
less in control. The original problem or distress is still
there, unresolved.
These drugs have now been accepted so
extensively, and psychiatry has so aggressively
marketed itself as a branch of medicine, that they are
now seen as prescription medicines, not the lifethreatening agents they really are.
Chuck Negron, singer with Three Dog Night, underwent the same
psychiatric drug substitution program as producer Don Simpson, failed to kick
his habit, and said the psychiatric prescription drugs produced a “bigger habit.”

DRUGS AND VIOLENCE
Lives Destroyed

O

n May 28, 1998, Brynn Hartman murdered
her husband, comic Phil Hartman—known
for his work on such popular TV shows as
“Saturday Night Live,” “The Simpsons” and “Third
Rock from the Sun”—before killing herself. She had
been taking a Selective Serotonin Reuptake
Inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressant, which the coroner
found in her system along with alcohol and
cocaine. A 1999 lawsuit filed by the executor of the
Hartman estate claimed that Los Angeles psychiatrist Arthur Sorosky had given Mrs. Hartman
samples of the antidepressant in March of that year
and that in the weeks before the shooting, she told
friends of side effects that made her feel “… like she
was going to jump out of her skin.” It further
stated that she contacted the psychiatrist for help
four days before the incident—he merely suggested she cut the dosage in half. A lawsuit filed by
family members was settled out of court.63
Whenever and wherever tragedy and violence
of this nature occur, psychiatrists notoriously shift
blame for the act to the person’s “mental illness.”
Dr. Joseph Glenmullen of Harvard
School shooting in
Three days before killing
Medical School and
1999, “Though shocked
author of Prozac
by bizarre shootings in
herself and her husband, comic
Backlash says that
schools, few Americans
Phil Hartman, Brynn Hartman told
people who take SSRIs
have noticed how many
friends of antidepressant side effects
can “become very
shooters were among
distraught. … They
the 6 million kids
that made her feel “… like she was
feel like jumping out of
now on psychotropic
going to jump out of her skin.”
their skin. The irritabilidrugs.”67 The ringleader,
ty and impulsivity can
Eric Harris, had been
make people suicidal or homicidal.”64
taking an antidepressant with side effects that
In March 2004, the U.S. Food and Drug include mania, irritability, aggression and hostility.68
Administration (FDA) Public Health Advisory Mania can produce in individuals “bizarre,
warned: “Anxiety, agitation, panic attacks, insom- grandiose, highly elaborate destructive plans,
nia, irritability, hostility, impulsivity, akathisia (severe including mass murder,” according to psychiatrists’
restlessness causing violence), hypomania and own reports.69
mania have been reported in adult and pediatric
In 1998, Michael Hutchence, lead singer of
patients being treated with [SSRI] antidepres- the Australian rock band, INXS, killed himself after
sants.”65 Six months later an FDA advisory panel combining alcohol and a suicide- and violencerecommended that a “black box” label be inducing antidepressant. The coroner determined
prominently displayed on SSRI bottles, which warns that Hutchence “hanged himself with his own belt
about suicide risk. However, this fails to address the and the buckle broke away and his body was
drugs’ propensity to cause homicidal behavior and found kneeling on the floor and facing the door.”
that children and adults are dying because of them.
INXS guitarist Tim Farris told media, “I can’t be
Dr. David Healy, director of the North Wales angry at Michael … I think the world [people]
Department of Psychological Medicine, who has should be very careful about taking antidepresundertaken extensive research of SSRIs, concludes: sants … people should [realize that] they’re putting
“What is very, very clear is that people do become things like that into their bodies.”70
In 1997, singer and songwriter Elliott Smith
hostile on the drugs.”66
As the Washington Times’ Insight magazine was an Oscar nominee for best original song,
headlined in their article on the Columbine High “Miss Misery,” which was featured in the movie

“Good Will Hunting.” He produced two more CDs from his disturbed state.
and was working on another when he was found
Minor tranquilizers or benzodiazepines can
dead on October 21, 2003, apparently from a self- cause lethargy, lightheadedness, confusion, nervinflicted stab wound to the chest. A Los Angeles ousness, sexual problems, hallucinations, nightpsychiatrist had been treating Smith for alcohol mares, severe depression, extreme restlessness,
and drug use. The coroner found “prescribed levels insomnia, nausea and muscle tremors. Epileptic
of antidepressant and attention-deficit-hyperactivi- seizures and death have resulted from suddenly
ty-disorder medications in his system, including stopping the use of minor tranquilizers. Thus, it is
clonazepam, mirtazapine, atomozetine and important never to stop suddenly or without propamphetamine.”71
er medical supervision, even if the drugs have only
Actor Spaulding Gray became famous in 1987 for been taken for a couple of weeks.
his movie monologue, “Swimming to Cambodia.” He
Major tranquilizers, antipsychotics, also called
also played the lead role on Broadway in Gore Vidal’s “neuroleptics” (nerve-seizing) frequently cause difficul“The Best Man.” For much of his life, he battled the ty in thinking, poor concentration, nightmares,
false diagnosis of “hereditary depression” despite no emotional dullness, depression, despair and sexual
scientific evidence that depression is a genetic or an dysfunction. Physically, they can cause tardive dyskiinherited condition.
nesia—sudden, uncontrollable, painful muscle cramps
In 2001, nearly crippled by a car crash, Gray spent and spasms, writhing, squirming, twisting and grimac31 months recuperating. However, despite the fact ing movements, especially of the legs, face, mouth and
that—as friends said—he was suffering a skull fracture tongue, drawing the face into a hideous scowl. They
and physical trauma, psychiatrists diagnosed depression also induce akathisia, a severe restlessness that has
been linked to assaultive,
and prescribed a cocktail
violent behavior. A poof psychotropic drugs. In
tentially fatal effect is
the wake of treatment
Psychiatrists do know the connection
“neuroleptic malignant
failures, the inevitable
between psychiatric drugs, violence
syndrome,” which inadmissions to psychiatric
and suicide. But the business of
cludes muscle rigidity,
facilities followed, as did
altered mental states,
attempts at suicide. His
prescribing these drugs is obviously too
irregular pulse or blood
wife, Kathie Russo, spoke
good and much too lucrative to stop—
pressure and cardiac
of the therapists: “They all
merely to protect or save lives.
problems. As if that were
would basically spend 10
not enough, silent corominutes and send him on
nary death “may be one
his way.” As new psychiatric drugs and therapies failed, the downward spiral of the most serious threats of prolonged drug use,”
continued. “You name it, he’s been on it. wrote William H. Philpott, M.D., and Dwight K. Kalita,
Antidepressants, antipsychotics. He was on Depakote Ph.D., in Brain Allergies.74
the first time he tried [jumping off a] bridge. He was on
Newer antipsychotics: One in every 145
patients who entered the clinical trials for four
such a high dosage, he was really out of it,” she said.72
“This was a man who had never taken antide- atypical (new) antipsychotic
pressants in his life,” she said, “and he was now taking drugs died; yet those deaths
a cocktail of five different pills every morning …. He were never mentioned in the
gave up. He just said, ‘Nothing is working.’”
scientific literature.75 Thirty-six
On January 10, 2004, Gray left his home and fam- patients involved in the cliniily, including three children, and never returned. On cal trials committed suicide.76
March 7, his body was found floating in the East River Other severe side effects
include blindness, fatal blood
in New York, an apparent suicide.73
Psychiatrists do know the connection between psy- clots, heart arrhythmia (irregchiatric drugs, violence and suicide. But the business of ularity), heat stroke, swollen
prescribing these drugs is obviously too good and much and leaking breasts, impotoo lucrative to stop—merely to protect or save lives.
tence and sexual dysfunction,
blood disorders, painful skin
Other Harmful Drug Effects
rashes, seizures, birth defects,
In the film, “A Beautiful Mind,” Nobel Prize extreme inner-anxiety and
winner, John Nash, is depicted as relying on psy- restlessness, and death from
chiatry’s latest breakthrough drugs to prevent a liver failure.
relapse of his “schizophrenia.” This is Hollywood
Due to their dangerous
fiction, however. Nash himself refutes the film’s side effects, no one should stop
portrayal of him taking “newer medications” [latest taking any psychiatric drug
antipsychotics] at the time of his Nobel Prize without the advice and assisaward. In fact Nash had not taken any psychiatric tance of a competent, nondrugs for 24 years and had recovered naturally psychiatric, medical doctor.

In the movie, “A
Beautiful Mind,” about
Nobel Prize winner
John Nash, the
primary reason for
recovery from
“schizophrenia”—his
refusal to continue
taking psychiatric
drugs—was altered.
Nash, in fact, had not
taken these psychiatric
drugs in 24 years and
recovered naturally
from his disturbed state.

LSD DESTROYING
CREATIVITY
ized by intense fear to the
point of panic, paranoid
delusions of suspicion or
grandeur, toxic confusion, depersonalization”
and all of these could “be
of powerful magnitude.”78
LSD induced the very
“madness”
psychiatrists
Oscar Janiger
claimed to be able to cure.
Brian Wilson of The Beach Boys, Jimmy Hendrix
and many others found their lives and careers devastated under the weight of these delusions and
the accompanying depersonalization.

Brian Wilson — The Beach Boys

In the 1960s
creative artists
were duped into
trying LSD, yet
psychiatrists had
been using LSD
since the late 1940s
to intentionally
induce psychosis.

In the 1960s Brian Wilson and the Beach
Boys’ unique California sound captured the
spirit and imagination of
America and the world
fter LSD’s diswith hits like “California
Psychiatrist Oscar Janiger lured
covery in 1943,
Girls,” “Good Vibrations”
hundreds of writers, musicians, actors and
psychiatrist
and “Surfin’ USA.” Howfilmmakers into taking LSD, with claims of
Werner Stoll was one of
ever, in 1965, at the age
“vivid aesthetic perceptions” and “greater
the first to investigate
of 23, Brian took undilutappreciation of the arts.” By the turbulent
and map how the
ed LSD for the first time.
drug could be used
The drug would change
1960s, LSD had become the symbol for
his life for the worse. As
for psychological con“New Age” thinking and living. However,
he wrote, “My home life
trol. Enthusiastically
LSD induced the very “madness”
was most tumultuous.
received by other psypsychiatrists claimed to be able to cure.
Marilyn [my wife] comchiatrists in the ‘50s,
LSD became the perplained that the LSD had
fect vehicle for psychiachanged me. … I didn’t
try to promote the concept of improving life through see it then, but she was right. The change was grad“recreational,” psychotropic drugs. [In fact, all ual. Like a slow allergic reaction. I slept later. I was
psychiatric drugs have, at some time, ended up as subject to wider, more unpredictable mood swings,
crying one minute, laughing hysterically the next for
street drugs.]
Psychiatrist Oscar Janiger lured hundreds of writ- no reason. I ate tremendous amounts of sweets. I
ers, musicians, actors and filmmakers into taking LSD, refused to be sociable.” Wilson withdrew from tourwith promises of “vivid aesthetic perceptions” that ing with The Beach Boys and limited his involvement
would lead them to a “greater appreciation of the to writing songs. Eugene Landy, a clinical psycholoarts” and enhanced creativity. And these individuals gist and reputed “pioneer” in drug treatment, was
were capable of greatly influencing the values and contracted in 1976 to treat Wilson. His controversial
trends in society. As a result of such introductions, method required that he have “total therapeutic
LSD became a favorite within the arts, and from authority over the patient and the patient’s environthere, the general community. By the turbulent ment.”79 He prescribed Wilson psychotropic drugs,
1960s, LSD had become the symbol for New Age including tranquilizers.
thinking and living.77
The control was too much for other members of
The media, notably LIFE magazine, whose pub- The Beach Boys, who fired Landy. But Wilson’s drug
lisher Henry Luce took LSD, ran articles promoting it. addiction continued to ruin his life. Landy was
Yet medical studies rapidly showed the drug could engaged again after Brian overdosed on a combinainduce a “psychotic psychedelic experience character- tion of alcohol, cocaine and psychoactive pills. In

A

January 1983, Landy
Eugene Landy
insisted on complete
control of all aspects
of Brian’s life—at a cost of nearly half a
million dollars. Two years later, when
Landy requested even more money, a
desperate Carl Wilson gave away 25%
of Brian’s publishing royalties to cover
the costs of continuing the program.
Eventually Brian realized himself that
he was “… a goddamned prisoner … I
have no hope of escape.” Long-time
friend, Gary Usher, reported Landy
to the U.S. Attorney General. In
The Beach Boys
Brian Wilson
February 1988, the California Board
of Medical Quality charged Landy with ethical and Shannon—real name Charles Westover—was an
license code violations. Landy voluntarily gave American rock legend in the 1960s with hit songs
up his license to practice for two years. When that included “Runaway,” “Keep Searching (We’ll
he requested reinstatement in 1992, the Board Follow the Sun),” “Little Town Flirt” and “Do You
opposed it.80
Want to Dance?” Shannon taught himself to play
Unlike most stories of psychiatric and psycholog- guitar at age 13 by listening to country-western
ical abuse, with the loving support of family and singers on radio. At 27, he wrote the innovative
friends, the artistic genius and spirit that is Brian song “Runaway,” recorded it on January 21, 1961
Wilson beat the odds and returned to writing and and by April 1 it was a number-one U.S. hit. It also
reached number one in 21 countries, and more
recording.
than 200 artists, including Elvis Presley and Bonnie
Raitt, recorded cover versions.81
Del Shannon: 1934–1990
“His voice is like a siren,” Mike Campbell (lead
After his initial success, musical tastes changed
guitarist for Tom Petty) said. “There is only one voice and Shannon’s career declined in America,
that does that sound, and that is Del Shannon’s.”
although he still enjoyed success as an artist and
That voice has now been silenced. Del performer in England. By 1990, he was well on his
way to making a comeback. Unlike many other performers, Shannon organized all of the scheduling of
his shows himself, a stressful task considering he
was planning a European tour. To handle this
stress, he was referred to a psychiatrist who prescribed an antidepressant, which is known to cause
suicidal tendencies.
On February 8, 1990, Charles Westover shot
himself in the head with a .22 caliber rifle. With him
died the hopes, dreams and artistry of Del
Shannon.”

My husband was “a well-informed
and physically healthy man and father,
[who] died violently after taking
Prozac for only 15 days.” 82
— Leanne Westover,
wife of Del Shannon

The life of Brian Wilson,
of the Beach Boys was
first decimated by LSD.
He was then subjected to
powerful and addictive
psychotropic drugs at the
hands of clinical
psychologist Eugene
Landy, who used the
drugs to manipulate
Wilson’s life until friends
and family reported the
psychologist to the
authorities.

KURT COBAIN
1967–1994

P

eople across the world were stunned by the “educational help.” Cobain was a Ritalin child.
But what does that mean? What is hyperactivnews of Kurt Cobain’s sudden and shocking
suicide in 1994. Widely hailed as the “John ity? And exactly what is Ritalin?
Leading pediatric neurologist, Dr. Fred
Lennon of his generation,” Cobain’s name was also
synonymous with disillusionment and unhappi- Baughman Jr., says hyperactivity is “an illusion,
a contrivance [and] a
ness—he had spoken,
deception.”83 Without
written lyrics and sung
about suicide. He was
a shred of scientific
the “poet of pain.” Yet
evidence, psychiatrists
claim the symptoms of
one question echoed
around the world—
this “disorder” include:
Why?
often fidgets with
Cobain was already
hands or feet or squirms
a long-standing victim
in seat; often leaves seat
of psychiatric-styled
in a classroom; has diffi“help,” where soluculty playing or engagtions are as desperate
ing in leisure activities
as the situations they
quietly; is often “on
continually fail to
the go” and often talks
resolve. The truth is
excessively.84
that from his preschool
Ritalin is an amphetyears, those who
amine-like drug that
had diagnosed him
in children reportedly
as “hyperactive” had
acts as a tranquilizer. It
placed Cobain in a
is a Schedule II drug
By the time he was famous, Kurt
chemical straitjacket.
in the same abuse cateAn energetic, talented
gory as opium, cocaine
Cobain was already a longstanding
and creative child who
and morphine.85 Highly
victim of psychiatric-styled “help.”
liked to draw and sing
addictive, withdrawal
He’d been prescribed Ritalin for
Beatles tunes, Cobain
from it can cause suiwas one of the growcide.86 Side effects in“hyperactivity” as a youth, …
ing wave of children
clude: loss of appetite,
The drug is more potent than
who, since the 1960s
weight loss, inability to
and 1970s, have been
stay asleep, heart palpicocaine and, according to medical
exposed to addictive,
tations, drowsiness, joint
studies can predispose the user
mind-altering drugs
pain, nausea, chest pain,
under the guise of
hallucinations and can
to later cocaine abuse.
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increase bizarre and abnormal behavior.87 It is
also more potent than cocaine and medical
studies show that it can predispose a child to later
cocaine use.
In Cobain's case, the drug kept him awake.
Consequently, sedatives were prescribed to counteract this effect.88 Despite psychiatrists’ claims
that stimulants can help a child study, Cobain
remained a poor student who dropped out of
high school.
After years of taking addictive prescription
drugs, the progression to street drugs easily followed. Cobain’s battle with heroin addiction
would become widely known over the years, as
he repeatedly tried and failed to resolve his
dependency.
Compounding this were untreated chronic
medical conditions that affected him his entire
life—including a curvature of his spine that was
aggravated by the weight of his guitar around his
neck and a “burning, nauseous” stomach that
often drove him to feelings of suicide.89
Abdominal pain is a side effect of Ritalin.
Cobain used heroin because it “quenched the fire
in his gut.”
Cobain's drug problem became critical. In
desperation, wife Courtney Love and several
friends enrolled Cobain in a psychiatric drug
recovery center. Thirty-six hours after admission,
he fled from the program and in a small room
above his garage in a quiet Seattle neighborhood,
ended his life with a single shotgun blast to his
head. Heroin and the addictive psychiatric tranquilizer Valium were found in his bloodstream.
In his suicide note, he alluded to two things
that led to his fatal decision—the stomach pain
that had haunted him for years, and his agony
over his music, about which he wrote, “I don't
have the passion anymore.”90 Chemically nullified,
the music was gone and with this, Kurt Cobain
was deprived of his prime reason for existing.
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1
2

IMPORTANT FACTS

3
4

The artist is superior to
psychiatrists’ materialistic and
authoritarian “sciences” that
can blunt the creative mind by
redefining it as “madness.”
Usually the person giving
out the broad, sweeping
generalities about another is
the one who fears they would
perish if others become
strong, bright or successful.
Psychiatrists chose to ignore
what medical experts have been
saying for years; for example,
according to one Canadian
study, “No single psychiatric
symptom exists that cannot at
times be caused or aggravated
by various physical illnesses.”
People in desperate
circumstances must be
provided proper and effective
care. Sound medical attention,
good nutrition, and a healthy,
safe environment will do
wonders for a troubled person.

The entire activity of psychiatry with its drugs
and shocks invalidates individuals. The true artist, like the
incomparable Judy Garland, inspires the beauty in
all of us. Psychiatry and psychology deny it.

CHAPTER
SIX
The World
Needs Artists

T

he world needs its artists. Judy gon, psychiatry is not a science but a hoax.
Garland and Marilyn Monroe’s deaths Whatever their claims, psychiatrists create
were avoidable. Michael Hutchence, unhappiness in many ways.
Kurt Cobain and Del Shannon’s suiTo those who ask, “What is the alternative?”,
cides could have been prevented. Yet there is an answer: People in desperate circumsimilar tragedies continue today because of igno- stances must be provided proper non-psychiatric
rance about the methods, means and motivations care. Sound medical attention, good nutrition, a
of psychiatry and psychology.
healthy, safe environment and activity that proSo much in the public eye, an artist will attract motes confidence, will do far more for a troubled
negative interest as well. Certain people will likely person than repeated drugging, shocks and other
enter the artist’s life and in different ways, manage to psychiatric abuses.
feed off his energy and
Researchers report:
“The most common
creativity as an artist—
The artist can be a powerful
in a parasitic relationmedically induced psyship. This includes the
chiatric symptoms are
and greatly beneficial influence
“friend” or critic who
apathy, anxiety, visual
covertly sees the artist
hallucinations, mood
on society. Society in turn needs
or his work as someand personality changes,
to take care of its artists.
thing to belittle; the
dementia, depression,
musician who tells
delusional thinking, sleep
another, “Maybe if you snort some coke, you’ll disorders (frequent or early morning awaking), poor
enhance your creativity”; the “friend” who advises: concentration, changed speech patterns, tachycardia
“You work too hard, why don’t you slow down?”; the [rapid heartbeat], nocturia [excessive urination at
director who comments after you’ve given your best night], tremulousness and confusion.”91
shot at a scene, “Now, can we do it again and this
Further, “No single psychiatric symptom exists
time, try acting!”
that cannot at times be caused or aggravated by
Finding themselves in such a situation, artists various physical illnesses.”92
should be wary of the “help” that may be offered. In
Rest and food in a safe environment can
comparing the lives of many artists who died tragi- help greatly.
cally, there are similarities—their fears of failure,
These noninvasive means provide the mentally
their naiveté in the face of manipulated careers, the distressed person with a truly humane chance to
stress of competition, physical difficulties, and more. make it through their difficulties.
The common thread through many of these stories is
The artist can be a powerful and greatly benthat the help these artists accepted betrayed them. eficial influence on society. Society in turn needs
That false “help” was psychiatry and psychology.
to take care of its artists. And artists need to take
Though it cloaks itself in pseudoscientific jar- better care of themselves.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1
2
3
4
5

Recommendations

If you or someone you know has been abused or harmed by psychiatric
treatment, report this to your nearest branch of CCHR or send us an e-mail
(see our website); we will assist you in whatever way we can.
A significant portion of people’s misplaced reliance is on the “expertise”
of psychiatry and psychology for the diagnosis and handling of emotionally
distraught individuals. Foremost, persons in desperate circumstances
must be provided proper and effective medical care, not psychiatric drugs
and shock “therapy.” Sound medical attention, good nutrition, a healthy,
safe environment, activity that promotes confidence and effective education
will do wonders for a troubled person.
If you are ever taken to a psychiatric facility, including a psychiatric drug
detox/rehab center against your will, immediately call an attorney. Do NOT
consent to treatment. Do not sign anything without an attorney present.
No person should ever be forced to undergo electric shock treatment,
psychosurgery, coercive psychiatric treatment, or the enforced administration
of mind-altering drugs. Governments should outlaw such abuses.
If psychiatrists are portrayed in film, television and other art mediums,
their image should sharply reflect the complete lack of science underlying
their theories and “diagnoses” and the harm inherent in their treatments
and practices.
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Citizens Commission
on Human Rights International

T

CCHR’s work aligns with the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, in particular the
following precepts, which psychiatrists violate on
a daily basis:

he Citizens Commission on Human
Rights (CCHR) was established in
1969 by the Church of Scientology to
investigate and expose psychiatric
violations of human rights, and to
clean up the field of mental healing.
Today, it has more than 130 chapters in over
31 countries. Its board of advisors, called
Commissioners, includes doctors, lawyers, educators, artists, business professionals, and civil and
human rights representatives.

Article 3: Everyone has the right to life,
liberty and security of person.
Article 5: No one shall be subjected to torture
or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment.
Article 7: All are equal before the law and
are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the law.

While it doesn’t provide medical or
legal advice, it works closely with and supports
medical doctors and medical practice. A key CCHR
focus is psychiatry’s fraudulent use of subjective
“diagnoses” that lack any scientific or medical
merit, but which are used to reap financial benefits
in the billions, mostly from the taxpayers or
insurance carriers. Based on these false diagnoses,
psychiatrists justify and prescribe life-damaging
treatments, including mind-altering drugs, which
mask a person’s underlying difficulties and
prevent his or her recovery.

Through psychiatrists’ false diagnoses, stigmatizing labels, easy-seizure commitment laws, brutal,
depersonalizing “treatments,” thousands of individuals are harmed and denied their inherent
human rights.
CCHR has inspired and caused many hundreds of reforms by testifying before legislative
hearings and conducting public hearings into psychiatric abuse, as well as working with media, law
enforcement and public officials the world over.

CITIZENS COMMISSION
on Human Rights
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MISSION STATEMENT
THE CITIZENS COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
investigates and exposes psychiatric violations of human rights. It works
shoulder-to-shoulder with like-minded groups and individuals who share a
common purpose to clean up the field of mental health. We shall continue to
do so until psychiatry’s abusive and coercive practices cease
and human rights and dignity are returned to all.
Julian Whitaker, M.D.,
Director, Whitaker Wellness Institute,
California, author of Health & Healing:
“CCHR is the only nonprofit organization
that is focused on the abuses of psychiatrists
and the psychiatric profession. The reason it
is so important, is that people do not realize
how unscientific the psychiatric profession
is. Nor does anyone realize how dangerous
this labeling and drugging of people has
become. So the efforts of CCHR and the successes they have made is a cultural benefit of
great magnitude.”
Dr. Lois Achimovich,
Consultant Psychiatrist, Australia:
“It is hard for those who have been unaffected by the psychiatric system to understand
the desperation many people feel when
incarcerated and treated against their will,
with little or no recourse to independent
appeal or judicial intervention.

“Through education, advocacy and
community action, CCHR has made a genuine contribution to the movement towards
voluntary and humane engagement with
the psychiatrically disturbed.”
David Heatherington
Editor in Chief,
London Independent Locals,
United Kingdom:
“… the ongoing campaign by CCHR is …
quite simply … a great story! How
many other regional newspapers carry
front-page stories about the errors of
psychiatrists or run major features on the
subject of psychiatric abuse, fraud and
criminality? Independent Local Newspapers is delighted to be involved in this
noble and important campaign and will, I
am sure, run many more stories in
future inspired by the efforts of CCHR. Keep
up the good work.”

For further information:
CCHR International
6616 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA, USA 90028
Telephone: (323) 467-4242 • (800) 869-2247 • Fax: (323) 467-3720
www.cchr.org • e-mail: humanrights@cchr.org

CCHR National Offices
CCHR Australia

CCHR France

CCHR Japan

CCHR Russia

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Australia
P.O. Box 562
Broadway, New South Wales
2007 Australia
Phone: 612-9211-4787
Fax: 612-9211-5543
E-mail: cchr@iprimus.com.au

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights France
(Commission des Citoyens pour
les Droits de l’Homme—CCDH)
BP 76
75561 Paris Cedex 12 , France
Phone: 33 1 40 01 0970
Fax: 33 1 40 01 0520
E-mail: ccdh@wanadoo.fr

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Japan
2-11-7-7F Kitaotsuka
Toshima-ku Tokyo
170-0004, Japan
Phone/Fax: 81 3 3576 1741

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Russia
P.O. Box 35
117588 Moscow, Russia
Phone: 7095 518 1100

CCHR Lausanne, Switzerland

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights South Africa
P.O. Box 710
Johannesburg 2000
Republic of South Africa
Phone: 27 11 622 2908

CCHR Austria
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Austria
(Bürgerkommission für
Menschenrechte Österreich)
Postfach 130
A-1072 Wien, Austria
Phone: 43-1-877-02-23
E-mail: info@cchr.at

CCHR Belgium
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights
Postbus 55
2800 Mechelen 2,
Belgium
Phone: 324-777-12494

CCHR Canada
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Toronto
27 Carlton St., Suite 304
Toronto, Ontario
M5B 1L2 Canada
Phone: 1-416-971-8555
E-mail:
officemanager@on.aibn.com

CCHR Czech Republic
Obcanská komise za
lidská práva
Václavské námestí 17
110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Phone/Fax: 420-224-009-156
E-mail: lidskaprava@cchr.cz

CCHR Denmark

CCHR Germany
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Germany—
National Office
(Kommission für Verstöße der
Psychiatrie gegen
Menschenrechte e.V.—KVPM)
Amalienstraße 49a
80799 München, Germany
Phone: 49 89 273 0354
Fax: 49 89 28 98 6704
E-mail: kvpm@gmx.de

CCHR Greece
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights
65, Panepistimiou Str.
105 64 Athens, Greece

CCHR Holland
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Holland
Postbus 36000
1020 MA, Amsterdam
Holland
Phone/Fax: 3120-4942510
E-mail: info@ncrm.nl

CCHR Hungary
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Hungary
Pf. 182
1461 Budapest, Hungary
Phone: 36 1 342 6355
Fax: 36 1 344 4724
E-mail: cchrhun@ahol.org

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Denmark
(Medborgernes
Menneskerettighedskommission
—MMK)
Faksingevej 9A
2700 Brønshøj, Denmark
Phone: 45 39 62 9039
E-mail: m.m.k.@inet.uni2.dk

Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Israel
P.O. Box 37020
61369 Tel Aviv, Israel
Phone: 972 3 5660699
Fax: 972 3 5663750
E-mail: cchr_isr@netvision.net.il

CCHR Finland

CCHR Italy

Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Finland
Post Box 145
00511 Helsinki, Finland

Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Italy
(Comitato dei Cittadini per i
Diritti Umani—CCDU)
Viale Monza 1
20125 Milano, Italy
E-mail: ccdu_italia@hotmail.com

CCHR Israel

Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Lausanne
(Commission des Citoyens pour
les droits de l’Homme— CCDH)
Case postale 5773
1002 Lausanne, Switzerland
Phone: 41 21 646 6226
E-mail: cchrlau@dplanet.ch

CCHR Mexico
Citizens Commission
on Human Rights Mexico
(Comisión de Ciudadanos por
los Derechos Humanos—CCDH)
Tuxpan 68, Colonia Roma
CP 06700, México DF
E-mail:
protegelasaludmental@yahoo.com

CCHR Monterrey, Mexico
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Monterrey,
Mexico
(Comisión de Ciudadanos por los
Derechos Humanos —CCDH)
Avda. Madero 1955 Poniente
Esq. Venustiano Carranza
Edif. Santos, Oficina 735
Monterrey, NL México
Phone: 51 81 83480329
Fax: 51 81 86758689
E-mail: ccdh@axtel.net

CCHR Nepal
P.O. Box 1679
Baneshwor Kathmandu, Nepal
E-mail: nepalcchr@yahoo.com

CCHR New Zealand
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights New Zealand
P.O. Box 5257
Wellesley Street
Auckland 1, New Zealand
Phone/Fax: 649 580 0060
E-mail: cchr@xtra.co.nz

CCHR Norway
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Norway
(Medborgernes
menneskerettighets-kommisjon,
MMK)
Postboks 8902 Youngstorget
0028 Oslo, Norway
E-mail: mmknorge@online.no

CCHR South Africa

CCHR Spain
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Spain
(Comisión de Ciudadanos por los
Derechos Humanos—CCDH)
Apdo. de Correos 18054
28080 Madrid, Spain

CCHR Sweden
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Sweden
(Kommittén för Mänskliga
Rättigheter—KMR)
Box 2
124 21 Stockholm, Sweden
Phone/Fax: 46 8 83 8518
E-mail: info.kmr@telia.com

CCHR Taiwan
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights
Taichung P.O. Box 36-127
Taiwan, R.O.C.
E-mail: roysu01@hotmail.com

CCHR Ticino, Switzerland
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Ticino
(Comitato dei cittadini per
i diritti dell’uomo)
Casella postale 613
6512 Giubiasco, Switzerland
E-mail: ccdu@ticino.com

CCHR United Kingdom
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights United Kingdom
P.O. Box 188
East Grinstead, West Sussex
RH19 4RB, United Kingdom
Phone: 44 1342 31 3926
Fax: 44 1342 32 5559
E-mail: humanrights@cchruk.org

CCHR Zurich, Switzerland
Citizens Commission on
Human Rights Switzerland
Sektion Zürich
Postfach 1207
8026 Zürich, Switzerland
Phone: 41 1 242 7790
E-mail: info@cchr.ch
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“From entertainment to
news, television is enthralled,
awe-struck and dazzled by the mysteries
of virtually anything that smacks of
psychiatry or psychology. The statistics
and statements poured out on major talk
shows, morning news and magazine
shows by these ‘experts,’ presented
as ‘fact’ what might well
be only a science fiction.”
—Dr. Thomas Szasz
Professor of Psychiatry Emeritus

